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of u201cclothed yet naked u201d since such a dress is often more provocative than one which is transparent
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B not intermingling with men in such a way that their bodies come in contact or that men touch women as happens so often today in movie theaters university
classrooms auditoriums buses street cars and the like mau2019qal ibn yasar narrated that the messenger of allah peace be on him said it is better for one of you to be
pricked in the head with an iron pick than to touch a woman whom it is unlawful to touch al mondhari says it this hadith is reported by al tabarani and al bayhaqi and al
tabaraniu2019s transmitters are authentic and sound
C her clothing must conform to the standards laid down by the islamic shariah which are as follows 1 her dress must cover her entire body with the exception of
u201cthat which is apparent u201d which according to the most preferable interpretation refers to the face and hands 2 it must not be transparent revealing what is
underneath it the prophet peace be on him has informed us that among the dwellers of hell are such women as are cloth yet naked seduced and being seduced these
shall not enter the garden nor shall even its fragrance reach them
Here the meaning of u201cclothed yet nakedu201d is that their light thin transparent garments do not conceal what is under neath once some women of bani tamim
who were clad in transparent clothes came to see aishah and she remarked u201cif you are believing women on another occasion when a bride wearing a sheer and
transparent head covering was brought into her presence she commentedu201d a women who dresses like this does not believe in surah al nur2
surah 24 which together with surah 33 al ahzah contains many injunctions concerning purity and propriety men woman relations and dress trans
3 her dress must not be too tight so define the parts of her body especially its curves even though it may not be transparent this describes many of the styles of
clothing current in the sensuous materialistic civilization of the western world whose fashion designers complete with one another in devising clothing for women which
tantalizingly emphasizes the bust line waist and hips e t c in order to elicit the lustful admiration of men women who wear such clothes likewise fall under the definition
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